We give a complete answer to a question of Apostol concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the reduced minimum modulus of a bounded operator on Hilbert space.
In [3, 4] we give a generalization of the spectrum in which invertibility is replaced by the existence of an "analytic generalized resolvent": we put
is open, and p(A) C reg(^). When 0 £ re%(A) we call A "regular." The generalized spectrum of A , denoted by ae(A), is the complement of reg(^f) in C and has properties analogous to the classical spectrum a(A) of A (see [4] ). Also [4, Corollaire 2.4] shows that o%(A) = ay(A). (1) A = A' © Q, where Q is nilpotent and 0 € reg(,4'). 
